Best 5 Audible MP3 Player
You may wonder why do I need a MP3 Player since I can listen to Audible
books on my Audible app for Android/iOS? Even if a smartphone can do
everything for you, here are a few reasons why you might want to get an MP3
Player to listen to Audible books: First, you want the enjoyment of having a
device that‘s solely dedicated to playing great quality audio; Second, you don’t
want to use your phone because you want to save on battery life and space;
Third, you want to be able to take your Audible books with you anywhere,
without the interruption of phone calls or the worry of wearing out your phone.
Therefore, we have picked best 5 Audible MP3 player which play highresolution audio, have an impressive battery life and storage capacity, and are
small enough to slide in a pocket.
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How to Convert Audible AA/AAX to MP3?
In order to listen to Audible books on MP3 player, first of all, we need to get
rid of Audible DRM and convert decrypted AA/AAX file to MP3. And the most
powerful Audible DRM Removal as well as Audible Converter on the web is
Epubor Audible Converter. It's the cheapest Audible DRM Removal software
that can get the best result comparing to other similar software. You can
follow the below steps to convert Audible books to MP3.
Step 1, download Epubor Audible Converter to your computer.

Download Epubor Audible Converter for Free
Tips: The trial version software can allow you to download the first 3 minutes
of the decrypted book. If you are a license user, you need to input the billing
email or order number to register it first, then you will get the full content.

Step 2, drag and drop Audible books to the main window to convert AA/AAX
to MP3.

If your Audible book is an AA file, then you will get a MP3 file after the
successful decryption. Because AA file is actually an encrypted MP3 file. But
if your Audible book is an AAX file, then you will get a M4B file after the
successful decryption. Because AAX file is actually an encrypted M4B file.
Next you need to click Convert to MP3 to get decrypted MP3 file.

Tips: Epubor Audible Converter can only accept AA/AAX format, so don‘t try
to drag and drop the decrypted M4B file to Epubor Audible Converter. When

converting AAX to MP3, all you need to is add the AAX to Epubor Audible
Converter, then click Convert to MP3 after the successful decryption.

Best 5 Audible MP3 Player
1. Best Audio Quality: AGPTEK A02
AGPTEK MP3 player bring you beyond imagination stereo sound feeling at a
affordable price, with a foolproof operation that has all main functions visible
at a glance. Ideal music partner for adults and kids. Below are the features.
Bright User Panel and Easy Navigation
1.8-inch big color screen and nine main icons visible at a glance. Simple
operation without any confusion.
Dictaphone
Portable voice recorder with noise cancelling 20 hours recording (even more
with memory card). Speak to it whenever any inspiration comes to your mind.
Large Memory
Up to 2000 songs by built-in 8GB memory capacity, supports up to 64 GB
micro SD card for 4000 songs (Please use AGPTEK memory card to avoid
compatibility problem.).
Fast-charge
It takes about 2 hours to charge up to 80% of battery capacity. And the fullcharge time is 3-4 hours. Up to 70 hours of audio playback when fully
charged, 12 hours FM radio playback.

2. Best Fitness MP3 Player: SanDisk Clip Sport Plus
The Perfect Workout Partner
Designed for athletes and fitness enthusiasts, the SanDisk Clip Sport MP3
Player has a clip that lets you attach it to your shirt, hat, or wristband while
you're working out. It's also so lightweight that you may hardly realize it's
there.
Large LCD Screen for Simple Navigation
The SanDisk Clip Sport MP3 Player contains a 1.44-inch color LCD screen
that allows you to operate the device easily, even in the middle of a workout.
Ample Storage for Music, Audiobooks, and more
To fit your digital music library, this Clip Sport player is available with an
internal storage capacity of 4GB or 8GB. A memory cards slot is built into the
device and offers the ability to add even more storage for songs, audiobooks
or other audio files.

3. Best Audiobook Player: Apple iPod Touch(6th
Generation)
The iPod Touch was generally known as the "iPhone without the phone",
which makes it remain a great must-have portable media player and overall
entertainment device.
Abundant Features
The iPod Touch 6G's functionality and performance are similar to that of the
iPhone 6, apart from the ability to make calls and track your location via GPS.
You can browse the web, email, download apps, play games, stream music,
take photos…
Speedy Operation
The iPod Touch 6G features several new color options, a faster and powerful
64-bit A8 chip with a M8 motion coprocessor. The M8 motion coprocessor
continually measures physical motion from advanced sensors, including a
gyroscope and accelerometer.
Long Battery Life
Apple's quoted figures are 40 hours of audio playback and 80 hours of video
off a full charge. With more power and a boosted battery life, you can do
everything faster and for longer.

4. Best Battery Life: Sony NWE395
This lightweight Sony Walkman can play MP3s for up to 35 hours between
charges, and with a simple drag and drop interface it's easy to load up all your
music. The easy-to-use controls let you find the right song, view photos and
tune the radio in seconds.
Easy Content Transfer
Easily transfer your favorite music, videos, playlists, and photos to your
Walkman. You can drag and drop the data from iTunes for Windows and
Windows Media Player.
Built-in Rechargeable Battery
The built-in lithium ion battery provides up to 35 hours of audio playback or up
to 4 hours of video playback per charge.
Keep Track of Time
The NWZ-E390 Walkman player has a built in clock function with alarm and
sleep timer functions.

5. Best Portable Player: Cowon Plenue D
Cowon wanted more people to experience the beautiful sound of the PLENUE
series. So their mission is to share the pleasure of listening to audio files in
perfect high resolution sound on mid-range PLENUE device while retaining all
the benefits of portable Hi-Fi audio. The PLENUE D is small and light, yet its
powerful performance is capable of faithfully reproducing original studio sound
anytime anywhere.
Pure 24bit/192kHz HD Sound
The PLENUE D supports 24bit/192kHz high-resolution audio to reproduce an
uncompromising level of original sound. The superior quality of Hi-Fi original
studio sound delivers a clearer, richer experience that capture the intent of the
original artists and audio engineers. 24bit/192kHz high-resolution sound
sources are the highest-quality audio used in a studio recording process.
Maximising the Benefits of Portability and Battery life
To play high-resolution original studio sound anytime and anywhere, the
PLENUE D had to become smaller while retaining the ability to play back
music for an extended period of time. Therefore, a power-saving circuit and
battery were implemented to enable up to 100 hours of continuous playback.
JetEffect 5, Another Criterion for Perfect Sound

JetEffect 5 and BBE+ combine to correct sound distortions and phase caused
by either the physical limitations of a receiver or the listening environment and
reproduce sound closest to the original studio recording.

Conclusion
In a word, with the powerful Epubor Audible Converter tool, you can liberate
and back up your DRMed Audible books. However, with the use of impressive
MP3 Player, you can enjoy listening to great quality Audible books without
interruption.
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